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Abstract

Why this thesis is needed. This thesis is motivated by the falling school
results of Swedish 15-year-olds, a lack of IT tools in Swedish schools and a call
for turning the theory on formative assessment into practice.

Previous research that is used in the thesis. This thesis mainly builds on
the research done by John Hattie which is presented in his book Visible Learning
from 2009, Wiliam & Thompson’s research on effective formative assessment
from 2007, Pachler et al. research on formative e-assessment from 2010 and
Panadero & Jonsson’s research on scoring rubrics from 2013.

Research question. What key aspects should be taken into consideration
when designing and implementing an IT tool based on scoring rubrics which
aims to support formative assessment according to the key strategies for effective
formative assessment as identified by Wiliam & Thompson (2007)?

Method. To answer this question I chose a qualitative approach of parallel
paper prototyping where I iteratively exposed the design and my ideas during
focus groups to teachers, a headmaster, employees at The Swedish National
Agency for Education and high school students, followed by an evaluation of
the key topics that surfaced during the focus groups.

Results. The results consist of eight key aspects to take into consideration
when designing and implementing such a tool.

Discussion and future research. Finally I discuss the implications of my
findings and present directions for future research which include the construction
of the tool, further investigation of the key aspects identified in this study,
identification of additional key aspects and more.



Sammanfattning

Varför denna avhandling behövs. Denna avhandling motiveras av de fal-
lande skolresultaten hos svenska 15-̊aringar, en brist p̊a IT-verktyg i svenska
skolor och ett rop efter att vända forskning inom formativ bedömning till prak-
tik.

Tidigare forskning som används. Denna avhandling bygger i huvudsak p̊a
forskningen av John Hattie som presenteras i hans bok Visible Learning fr̊an
2009, William & Thompsons forskning p̊a effektiv formativ bedömning fr̊an
2007, Pachler et al. forskning p̊a formativ e-bedömning fr̊an 2010 och Panadero
& Jonssons forskning p̊a betygsmatriser fr̊an 2013.

Forskningsfr̊aga. Vilka nyckelaspekter ska tas i åtanke vid utveckling av ett
IT-verktyg baserat p̊a betygsmatriser som stödjer formativ bedömning enligt
de fem nyckelstrategierna för effektiv formativ bedömning som formulerats av
Wiliam & Thompson (2007)?

Metod. För att besvara denna fr̊aga valdes en kvalitativ metod där paral-
lell pappersprototypning användes under ett antal iterationer av fokusgrupper
under vilka designen och tidigare diskussionpunkter diskuterades med lärare,
en rektor, anställda vid Skolverket samt gymnasiestudenter. Fokusgrupperna
följdes upp med en utvärdering av de största diskussionpunkterna som dök
upp.

Resultat. Resultaten best̊ar av åtta nyckelaspekter att ha i åtanke vid ut-
veckling av ett s̊adant verktyg.

Diskussion och framtida forskning. Slutligen diskuteras implikationerna
av resultaten och direktioner för framtida forskning framförs. Dessa direktioner
inkluderar utveckling av verktyget, vidare utredning av de nyckelaspekter som
hittats i denna avhandling, identifikation av ytterligare nyckelaspekter och mer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Decreasing levels of knowledge among Swedish 15-year-olds in math-
ematics, reading and science. The PISA (Programme for International
Student Assessment) — initiated by the OECD (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development) — is an international study where the compe-
tencies of 15-year-olds in mathematics, reading and science are measured. The
study has been performed once every third year since 2000 and the last study
was performed in 2012.

The Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket, 2013a) summarizes
the development of Sweden’s results in a report. In PISA 2000 and 2003 the
competencies of 15-year-olds in Sweden were significantly higher than the OECD
average. Nine years after PISA 2003, the results of PISA 2012 show that the
competencies of 15-year-olds in Sweden are significantly lower than the OECD
average within all three categories. More specifically, out of 34 OECD countries:

• 25 perform significantly better than Sweden in mathematics,

• 19 perform significantly better than Sweden in reading, and

• 25 perform significantly better than Sweden in science.

The development shown by these results brought on a vivid discussion in Sweden
regarding what we are ‘doing wrong’ or what we ‘need to improve’.

The most recent research on learning. In 2009 John Hattie published
his book Visible Learning where he synthesizes over 800 meta-analyses relating
to student achievement in schools. The synthesis covers a plethora of factors
which during the years have been tested within academia for their influence on
enhancing student performance. One example of a factor where a strong posi-
tive correlation to student performance has been found is providing formative
assessment; any activity used as an assessment of learning progress either before
or during the learning process itself.
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A lack of IT tools in Swedish schools. According to the Swedish National
Agency for Education (Skolverket, 2013b), 73 percent of all Swedish teachers
experience a lack of access to pedagogical IT-aid and 15 percent of all Swedish
schools do not use pedagogical IT-aid at all.

A call for turning theory into practice. Researchers on formative assess-
ment state that while there is still research to be done on the subject, enough
is known for active development work to start (Black & Wiliam, 2001).

The falling results of Swedish 15-year-olds, the lack of IT tools for teachers in
Sweden combined with the call for turning theory into practice on a subject that
has been proven to greatly enhance student performance sounded intriguing...
So I decided to investigate further.
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Chapter 2

Theory and related research

Formative evaluation refers to any activity used as an assessment of
learning progress either before or during the learning process itself.
(Black & Wiliam, 2001; Hattie, 2012)

In this chapter I present the research which is used as a reference point and
framework for this thesis:

• Raising the standards of learning.

• Assessment with the help of technology.

• Scoring rubrics and their formative use.

2.1 Raising the standards of learning

In 2009 John Hattie published his book Visible Learning. In it he synthesizes
over 800 meta-analyses relating to student achievement in schools. In 2012 he
published his follow up Visible Learning for teachers, where he further elaborates
on how to improve student achievement. In these books, student self-reported
grades (or student expectations), response to intervention (RTI) and providing
formative assessment and feedback are among the top influences on enhanc-
ing student achievement. I cover these topics here as they — and especially
formative assessment — are key subjects to this thesis.

Student expectations/self reported grades

In Hattie’s Visible Learning, student expectations comes out on top of all inves-
tigated influences on student achievement. It turns out that students are great
at estimating their own performance (Hattie, 2009). So great in fact, that some-
times their estimations become self-fulfilling prophecies, becoming a barrier as
some students may only perform to whatever expectations they already have
of their ability. The solution to this — according to Hattie — is to make the
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students exceed their expectations. As working with this is so important, it has
influenced what I chose to use as a core for the tool that I investigate in this
thesis; a core that encourages understanding and working with grading criteria
so that teachers more easily can push students to take the next step.

Response to Intervention (RTI)

Another highly influential aspect on student achievement is Response to In-
tervention (RTI). At the heart of RTI is identifying challenges and providing
directed support by constant measurement of where the learner is and how it is
doing; help learners in the areas they are struggling as early as possible, before
the problems have grown too big. Over time, use the measured data in order
to make a variety of educational decisions. As RTI is so important, it has influ-
enced what I chose to use as a core for the tool that I investigate in this thesis; a
core that forces constant evaluation and progress measurement of the students’
work, visualizing where a student has difficulties.

Formative assessment: Assessment for learning

As the research on formative assessment arguably is the most influential back-
ground research on this thesis, I here present a rather thorough coverage of the
subject.

Unlike summative assessment — which is an assessment of learning progress
after the learning process is finished — formative assessment refers to any ac-
tivity used as an assessment of learning progress either before or during the
learning process itself (Black & Wiliam, 2001; Hattie, 2012).

Black & Wiliam (2001) conducted an extensive survey of the research lit-
erature in order to answer the following three questions: (1) is there evidence
that improving formative assessment raises standards, (2) is there evidence that
there is room for improvement, and (3) is there evidence about how to improve
formative assessment? They concluded that the answer to each of the three
questions is ‘clearly yes’. They wrap up with the conclusion that ‘firm evidence
shows that formative assessment is an essential component of classroom work
and that its development can raise standards of achievement’. Of course, this
is further strengthened by the synthesis Hattie presented in Visible Learning.

Based on the work by Sadler (1989), Wiliam & Thompson (2007) identified
the core of formative assessment as three processes:

1. establishing where learners are in their learning,

2. establishing where they are going, and

3. establishing how to get there.

The participants in these three processes are teachers, peers and learners. Based
on the three core processes, they identified five key strategies for effective for-
mative assessment. As these key strategies are what I use as a backbone in this
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thesis and which I frequently refer to, I now continue on to a deeper coverage
of each of the five key strategies:

1. Clarifying, sharing, and understanding goals for learning and criteria for
success with learners.

• Curriculum philosophy

2. Engineering effective classroom discussions, questions, activities, and tasks
that elicit evidence of students’ learning.

• Classroom discourse, interactive whole-class teaching

3. Providing feedback that moves learning forward.

4. Activating students as owners of their own learning.

• Meta-cognition, motivation, interest, attribution, self-assessment

5. Activating students as learning resources for one another.

• Collaborative learning, reciprocal teaching, peer-assessment

Table 2.1 below clarifies how these five key strategies and the people involved
with it come together:

Table 2.1: How the five key strategies and the people involved with it come
together (Thompson & Wiliam, 2007, p. 7).

Where the learner is going Where the learner is How to get there
Teacher Clarify and share

learning intentions
(1)

Engineering effec-
tive discussions,
tasks and activities
that elicit evidence
of learning (2)

Providing feedback
that moves learners
forward (3)

Peer Understand and
share learning
intentions (1)

Activating students as learning re-
sources for one another (5)

Learner Understand learn-
ing intentions (1)

Activating students as owners of their
own learning (4)

The first key strategy: Clarifying, sharing, and understanding goals
for learning and criteria for success with learners. An important com-
ponent in formative assessment is that the goals of learning must be clear for the
students (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Cizek, 2010; Hattie, 2009; Sadler, 1989). The
requirements and expectations from the school must be visible to the students,
so that the students in turn get the possibility to make their own knowledge
visible (Lundahl, 2011). There are numerous ways to work with clarifying and
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sharing the learning goals and success criteria (Wiliam, 2007). One of the well
known and heavily researched ways of working with this is to use scoring rubrics.
I have decided to use scoring rubrics as a core to the tool, and I will cover them
in greater detail below in its own section.

The second key strategy: Engineering effective classroom discussions,
questions, activities, and tasks that elicit evidence of students’ learn-
ing. It is not enough to know what it is that we want our students to learn;
we also need to be able to collect the right sort of evidence on the progress of
students towards these goals (Wiliam, 2007). This can be done through de-
signing activities where the students get to show what they know (Lundahl,
2011). Formative assessment can as such be considered to be a part of effective
planning (ARG, 2002; Cizek, 2010; Lindberg, 2005).

The third key strategy: Providing feedback that moves learning for-
ward. Here I will give a brief overview over the concept of feedback related
to formative assessment, but for a deeper coverage of the topic I recommend
reading Hattie’s Visible Learning (2009) and Black & Wiliam’s article (1998)
on the subject.

Feedback is the core of formative assessment (Lundahl, 2011) and should be
based on the three core questions: (1) where is the student currently, (2) where is
the student going/what is the goal and (3) how can we close the gap (Brookhart,
2007; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Lundahl, 2011; Sadler, 1989; Shute, 2008).
Feedback can be given on four different levels: the task performance level, the
level of process of understanding how to do a task, the regulatory or meta-
cognitive process level and the self level (Hattie, 2009), and the effects differ
across the levels.

In his book Visible Learning, Hattie presents a model of feedback (figure
2.1). In this model of feedback, we start at the purpose of the feedback, which
is to reduce discrepancies between current understandings/performance and a
desired goal. This discrepancy can be reduced by (a) teachers providing ap-
propriate challenging and specific goals or by assisting students to reach them
through effective feedback or by (b) students increasing effort and employment
of more effective strategies or by abandoning, blurring or lowering the goals.
Effective feedback will then answer three questions: (1) Where am I going?
(‘Feed up’), (2) How am I going? (‘Feed back’) and (3) Where to next? (‘Feed
forward’). Each feedback question then works at the four levels: task, process,
self-regulation and/or self.

Working closer to the grading criteria may — in addition to contributing to
the first key strategy, the clarifying of goals — help working with feedback within
formative assessment. In their review of 21 scoring rubric studies, Panadero &
Jonsson (2013, p. 140) conclude that ‘the use of rubrics may also aid the feed-
back process’. More specifically, I believe that it first and foremost may help
to (a) give feed up at task level by specifically pointing out which qualities are
to be showcased in each course and each assignment and (b) when combined
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Figure 2.1: A model of feedback (Hattie, 2009, p. 176)

with self-assessment or peer-assessment support the giving of feedback at task
level. While those are the more obvious benefits, the visualization of the grad-
ing criteria may also act as a basis/foundation which facilitates and supports
discussions regarding the other levels at which feedback can be given.

The fourth key strategy: Activating students as owners of their own
learning.

‘One who is active in and accountable for one’s own learning learns
more effectively both when it comes to depth and the ability to
remember what has been learned.’ (My translation, Lundahl, 2011,
p. 145)

The fourth key strategy — activating students as owners of their own learning
— is about having students take an active part in monitoring and regulating
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their learning (Wiliam, 2007). ‘Through involving, engaging and activating
students in the goals and grading criteria, we make them owners of their own
learning process’ (My translation, Pedagogiskt Centrum, 2015). Studies where
the rate of students’ learning is doubled — meaning that students learn in six
months what students in control groups learn in a year — are common to find
(Fontana & Fernandes 1994; Mevarech & Kramarski, 1997). By for example
letting the students perform self-assessment and correct their own mistakes, they
should gain understanding of and power over their own performance, results and
learning.

According to Sadler (1989), in order for students to improve it is key that
they get training in monitoring the quality of their work during the production.
He further points out that a requirement for this to work is (a) that students
must be able to appreciate what constitutes high quality work, (b) that they
must have the skill to evaluate their own work in comparison to higher quality
work and (c) that they develop a toolbox of techniques for how to modify their
own work. He argues that this skill can be developed through working with
direct authentic evaluative experience for students.

In this thesis I aim to investigate a way to provide that direct authentic eval-
uative experience through designing a visual presentation of the course grading
criteria which the students can use for the evaluation of their own and their
peers’ work.

The fifth key strategy: Activating students as learning resources for
one another. It has been shown that activating students as learning resources
for one another is one of the best ways to increase learning (Slavin, Hurley &
Chamberlain, 2003). That being said, there are two requirements that needs to
be met in order for it to work: (a) there must be group goals such that students
work as a group and not in a group and (b) every student must be individually
accountable for his/her contribution so that there can be no ‘passengers’.

There are many ways to implement this practically and I will not go into de-
tail on the possibilities here. However, there are some general reasons (Wiliam,
2007) why working like this works so well. One such example is the fact that
since feedback is received from a peer and not someone of a higher authority
the recipient appears to become more susceptible to the feedback. Students
also tend to give more hard-hitting and direct feedback than what the teachers
do. Additionally, Slavin, Hurley & Chamberlain (2003) have shown that giving
feedback is just as beneficial as receiving it. This type of assessment is one of
the cores of this thesis.

Formative assessment: The implementation

There are some things to be said about how to approach the implementation of
improving formative assessment. Since that is exactly what I aim to do in this
thesis, I will clarify how it is positioned in relation to what has been written on
the subject.
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Black & Wiliam (2001) propose four steps to the implementation of improv-
ing formative assessment. The first step is learning from development. They
explain that teachers will not take general principles presented by research and
translate them into everyday practice by themselves since the classroom lives of
a vast majority of teachers are too busy and too fragile. Instead these general
principles need to be translated into living examples of implementation by oth-
ers, providing ‘concrete examples of what doing better means in practice’. This
thesis contributes to the concretization of the general principles presented by
research by investigating key aspects to the designing and implementing a tool
that supports formative assessment.

The second step is dissemination. They explain that the dissemination of the
implementation will play a smaller role at first. Not until results and resources
are available from the development of the practical methods will the scale of
the dissemination increase, at which point it becomes increasingly important to
pursue strategies for wider dissemination. This thesis however does not cover
any aspects of the dissemination step of the implementation.

In the third step — reducing obstacles — for any and all features of the edu-
cational system which act as a barrier to the development of effective formative
assessment it should be investigated how the negative effects of that feature
can be reduced. They mention the fact that all teachers have to work with
summative assessment of students and that this task is clearly different from
the formative assessment tasks consisting of continuously assessing the on-going
work in order to monitor and improve progress, and that some argue that since
these two roles are so very different they should be kept apart. Black & Wil-
iam, however, do not see how this can be done, since teachers must participate
in both, and they also mention that teachers should, based on their formative
assessments, be in a strong position to contribute to summative assessment
(Wiliam & Black, 1996). Furthermore, they mention that multiple evaluation
studies of teachers’ assessment practices in the UK show that this has created
a confusion among teachers between the two roles and that this has impeded
progress. Based on Black & Wiliam’s view I in this thesis take on the assump-
tion that the summative and formative roles of the teacher cannot be separated,
shifting focus from investigating how to separate them to investigating how they
interact with each other and how their mutual confusion can be reduced.

The fourth and final step is research. They mention that there still is a lot
of research to be done on the subject, but enough is known already for active
development work to start and furthermore that some of the most important
research questions only can be answered alongside and following practical im-
plementation. Based on the exhortations of Black & Wiliam, I in this thesis
take a practical approach on the subject of visualizing course grading criteria
with the aim to support and enhance formative assessment by working with
design proposals for how this can be done, pursuing active development work
and investigation coupled with evaluation.
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2.2 Assessment with the help of technology

In this section I cover and position this thesis to related research on the techno-
logical side of assessment. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of the theory sections
presented so far.

Figure 2.2: Theory overview.

2.2.1 Computer-aided Assessment (CAA)

According to Chalmers & McAusland (2002) CAA refers to ‘the use of computers
to assess students’ progress’. From the beginning of CAA within automatically
assessing objective questions it is now rapidly being applied to new areas of
assessment, with one of the claimed advantages being that of a reduction in
the time that teachers dedicate to marking. Chalmers & McAusland further
mention that it should be examined how and where CAA can become a true
benefit. While doing so it is suggested that enhancing student learning should
be the paramount criterion and not how much time and resources it will save.
However, the less time that the teacher has to spend on marking, the more
time can be spent on teaching. It is therefore important not to build a tool for
supporting assessment that takes too much time to use. In this thesis I aim to
explore the use of CAA for formative assessment.

2.2.2 Computer-supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)

Computer-supported Collaborative Work refers to — as you might think —
any type of collaborative work on something which is supported by computers.
While this thesis does not make any clear direct contributions to the field of
CSCW, it is important to mention that if a tool is built with the design and
functionality which is discussed throughout this thesis, the tool could provide
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an interesting field of investigation for CSCW research; especially the aspects
concerning communication and peer assessment within the tool.

2.2.3 Formative E-assessment, Technology-Enhanced For-
mative Assessment (TEFA) & Technology-Enhanced
Learning

‘”Formative e-assessment” is best understood as multiple processes
involving technologies to greater or lesser degrees, where evidence is
generated about a learner’s state of understanding relative to desir-
able goals, and where individuals are enabled to take actions which
bring about changes in learners’ skills, knowledge and understand-
ing, or in teachers’ pedagogical practice.’ (Pachler et al., 2010, p.
719)

Rusman et al. (2013) present two approaches for using technology to sup-
port assessment. The second one is about providing tools designed to support
specific assessment methods. They mention tools for e-portfolios, learning an-
alytics, enriched rubrics and self- and peer-assessment as being well suited for
the provision of enriched feedback, hence making them suitable for formative
assessment of 21st Century Skills. As some of these approaches are key to my
research, I’ll here include a very brief section on how I believe this thesis relates
to 21st Century Skills (without covering all the basics of them). Based on the
list of 21st Century Skills developed by the business consortium (Binkley et al.,
2012), these are the parts I believe this thesis relates to the most:

• Ways of thinking.

– Critical thinking through better understanding of one’s own work
in relation to assessment criteria.

– Problem-solving through practice on how to reach criteria goals.

– Decision making through better understanding of assessment cri-
teria.

– Learning through provided examples in the tool and self-assessment.
Practice on how to advance one’s own learning.

• Ways of working.

– Communication through enhanced way to communicate and dis-
cuss one’s own and peers’ work.

– Collaboration through peer reviewing.

• Tools for working.

– ICT and information literacy through working closely with rubrics
in the tool the learners get to practice ICT usage and the true un-
derstanding of the assessment criteria.
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Pachler et al. (2010) points out that formative e-assessment is incredibly com-
plex as it combines social, pedagogical and technological systems, and that the
tools created to support this need to balance the need for a crisp directive for
action with a rich representation of context, intentions and possible solutions.
This is a guideline that I use throughout this thesis.

Furthermore they say that for technology to perform formatively, it needs to
acknowledge ‘moments of contingency’. Moments of contingency are described
as what is created when a teacher craft hinge-point questions in order to decide
the direction of the further instructions — a kind of minor checkup with the
students. This directly relates to the second key strategy for effective formative
assessment.

The general benefits of e-assessment range from a greater control on learning
to an improved feedback quality and learner motivation, but just the fact alone
that technology is being used allows for tracking, storing, processing and visu-
alizing results, which ultimately makes these processes visible and available for
different learning purposes and not the least formative assessment (Rusman et
al., 2013). On this specific subject, Daly et al. (2010) identified six key techno-
logical attributes which appeared to make a difference to potential improvement
for learners. Here I include those that I believe apply to this thesis:

• Speed. Speed of response is often important in enabling feedback to have
an effect and it enables rapid problem-solving iteration for the student.

• Storage capacity. Ability to access large amounts of data enables pro-
vision of appropriate feedback/additional work/illustrations based on ev-
idence of learner needs.

• Processing. Automation can be used in some situations. Assessment
might become more scalable. Systems can adapt to students.

• Communication. Technology enables rapid communication across a con-
trolled selection of persons. The communication itself can be stored, which
enables sharing of intellectual objects (they use audiofiles as an example).

• Mutability. Shared objects can be changed easily and quickly.

Another benefit of the storage capacity is the ability to access the previous work
of a student — like for example an e-portfolio — but also the results for that
student. This enables time-based overviews of student progress and achieve-
ment, which might prove useful to both the fourth key strategy for effective
formative assessment as well as monitoring progress to support RTI.

Rusman et al. (2013) mention that the process of assessing competencies
do require tools that support teachers in the creation of instruments that oper-
ationalize the assessment criteria. According to them, electronic rubrics is the
e-assessment approach that best matches this need. Whether that statement is
true is to me uncertain. However, electronic rubrics is indeed the approach that
might initially make the most sense to investigate as it is a direct representation
of the assessment criteria. This is why I — like Rusman et al. — chose to focus
on the rubric approach.
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2.2.4 Existing tools

There are existing tools that help with the creation of and assessment through
scoring rubrics. One of the more interesting examples is Rubrix. Rubrix is an
evaluation platform where among other things rubrics can be created, stored and
used for assessment directly in the tool. It can be installed on a few different
platforms, including tablets. When assessing is done, the assessment is then
stored in the cloud and can be accessed from any other device that you might
have.
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2.3 The core: Scoring rubrics and their forma-
tive use

I have chosen scoring rubrics as a core in the tool. What this means is that I
will use scoring rubrics as the starting point for the design and functionality of
the tool and the discussion that will follow. Figure 2.3 presents an overview of
the theory for this thesis.

Figure 2.3: Theory overview.

‘Rubrics are documents that articulate the expectations for an as-
signment, or a set of assignments, by listing the assessment criteria
and by describing levels of quality in relation to each of these criteria’
(Panadero & Jonsson, 2013, p. 130)

Scoring rubrics are used widely at the school level (Reddy, 2007), and Sweden
is not an exception. Scoring rubrics have been identified as not only suitable for
presenting the expectations of assignments, but also for supporting formative
assessment where they can be used to give students information about their
progress while also aiding them in their development (Black & Wiliam, 2009;
Wiliam, 2011). Jonsson & Svingby (2007) also state that scoring rubrics can
reinforce feedback and the possibility for self-assessment since they clarify the
grading criteria.

An example of a shortened down scoring rubric is given in table 2.2 below.
It is the scoring rubric for the Swedish course English 5 — given at high school
level — taken from the Swedish National Agency for Education’s website.

While the research on the effects of using rubrics is not unanimous, as one
study by Andrade (2001) and one by Andrade & Boulay (2003) showcase, there
are multiple studies (Andrade, 1999; Brown, Glasswell & Harland, 2004; Mullen,
2003; Balan, 2012; Schamber & Mahoney, 2006; Panadero, Tapia & Huertas,
2012) which show that the use of rubrics mediate improved student performance
— sometimes with very powerful results — through (a) providing transparency
to the assessment, (b) reducing student anxiety, (c) aiding the feedback process,
(d) improving student self-efficacy, and (e) supporting student self-regulation
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Table 2.2: Currently in Sweden there are seven grades: F, Fx, E, D, C, B and
A. An F means a fail. E is a pass and A is the highest grade. Fx means a fail
with the possibility to make adjustments in order to reach an E.

Grade E Grade D Grade C Grade B Grade A

Pupils can understand the
main content and basic
details of English spoken
at a varying speed and in
clearly expressed written En-
glish in various genres. Stu-
dents show their understand-
ing by in basic terms giving
an account of, discussing and
commenting on content and
details, and with acceptable
results act on the basis of the
message and instructions in
the content.

Grade D
means
that the
knowl-
edge
require-
ments for
grade E
and most
of C are
satisfied.

Students can understand the
main content and essen-
tial details of English spo-
ken at a varying speed and in
clearly expressed written En-
glish in various genres. Stu-
dents show their understand-
ing by in a well grounded
way giving an account of, dis-
cussing and commenting on
content and details, and with
satisfactory results act on
the basis of the message and
instructions in the content.

Grade B
means
that the
knowl-
edge
require-
ments for
grade C
and most
of A are
satisfied.

Students can understand
both the whole content
and details of English
spoken at a varying speed
and in clearly expressed
written English in various
genres. Students show their
understanding by in a well
grounded and balanced
way giving an account of,
discussing and commenting
on content and details, and
with good results act on
the basis of the message and
instructions in the content.

(Panadero & Jonsson, 2013). Studies also show that scoring rubrics may increase
the validity of peer-assessment (Panadero, Romero & Strijbos, 2013), suggesting
that it might be a good idea to couple peer-assessment with the use of rubrics.
However, Rezaei & Lovorn (2010) point out that training might be required in
order to secure the reliability and validity so that the right things are assessed
and so that the peer’s assessment does not ‘miss the point of assessing’, i.e.
assessing spelling and grammar instead of content in a social science assignment.

One of the reasons why I believe that putting more emphasis on communi-
cating through scoring rubrics in schools could be a good idea is that when a
teacher assess an assignment, they already have to assess the hand-ins accord-
ing to the grading criteria, and since they already have to take each criteria
into account, the added time for assessing in this way — through entering this
information into the tool — will be minimal; all they have to do is to add their
assessment into the tool, showing the students how they actually assessed each
criteria. This resonates well with the arguments of Chalmers & McAusland
(2002) that CAA should decrease or at least not increase the time teachers
spend assessing.
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2.4 Purpose and research question

In this section I state the purpose and the research question of the thesis.

2.4.1 Purpose

Figure 2.4 gives an overview over the theory and how it comes to together to
form the research question.

Figure 2.4: Theory overview.

As has been outlined in the background to this thesis, researchers on the un-
derlying theory point out that (a) enough is known on the subject of formative
assessment for active development work to start (Black & Wiliam, 2001) and
(b) it should be examined how and where computer-assisted assessment can
become a true benefit (Chalmers & McAusland, 2002).

Hence the purpose of this thesis is to take the next step; to investigate
challenges and possibilities — key aspects — of the implementation of formative
e-assessment. Furthermore I chose to do this with scoring rubrics as a core for
the tool as I found many potential benefits to doing so, as has been pointed out
in this chapter.

2.4.2 Research question

What key aspects should be taken into consideration when designing and im-
plementing an IT tool based on scoring rubrics which aims to support formative
assessment according to the key strategies for effective formative assessment as
identified by Wiliam & Thompson (2007)?
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Chapter 3

Method

In search for an answer to my research question I went through the following
three steps:

1. An iterative design process during which I gathered key discussion topics
and produced a few design sketches for a future IT tool based on scoring
rubrics with features to support effective formative assessment.

2. A final gathering of key topics after the final design sketches were finalized.

3. An evaluation of the gathered key topics in order to find relevant key
aspects that would answer my research question.

I will now cover these steps in greater detail.
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3.1 The design process

This section covers:

1. A design process introduction and overview.

2. The initial designs.

3. The focus groups that I used to collect data.

4. How I advanced the design and identified key topics.

3.1.1 Design process introduction and overview

As illustrated in figure 3.1, the design process can be divided into three com-
ponents: (a) designing, (b) gathering feedback and (c) processing the feedback,
ultimately resulting in key aspects to enable effective formative assessment and
one or several of those aspects were chosen to dictate direction in the next design
iteration.

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the process for this thesis.

For this process I used an iterative, qualitative approach of parallel paper pro-
totyping where in the first step I worked on the design proposals and in the
second step I let teachers and experts within formative assessment participate
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in focus groups where they got to react to and assess the design while also con-
tributing with their own ideas on what is important to add, remove, adjust or
keep in mind — experts here meaning researchers and employees at the Swedish
National Agency for Education who are experts on formative assessment. The
arguments for this approach for the design process are as follows:

1. Focus groups. Focus groups were chosen as the method for collecting
input data for this research. In the Discussion chapter I discuss the po-
tential drawbacks of using focus groups. These are however the reasons
why is chose to use focus groups:

(a) Focus groups are good for gathering data for research of explorative
nature (Martin & Hanington, 2012) and allow for the identification
of themes. After each focus group I compiled and categorized the
data in order to identify the major/key discussion topics, which then
were used to advance the design in the appropriate direction.

(b) The teachers and the employees at the Swedish National Agency for
Education had very busy schedules, which further pushed me towards
using focus groups as it is time efficient.

(c) According to Martin & Hanington (2012), focus groups can be an
effective way of gathering opinions, feelings and attitudes and the
participants are more likely to share personal experiences. This was
important for this study since I wanted to get a picture of reality
including experiences and perceptions of the participants; this in-
formation was then be used to identify key topics for the nature of
working with formative assessment related to grading criteria.

(d) They (Martin & Hanington) also mention that the findings from focus
groups always should be supplemented with further investigations. In
my case, this was done through a chain of focus groups; by ‘continu-
ing’ the discussion from the one focus group in the next one, exposing
the previous decisions to further discussion.

2. Parallel prototyping. Since the aim of this research was to identify key
aspects to take into consideration when designing and implementing a tool
based on scoring rubrics for supporting formative assessment I chose to
use parallel prototyping as a method to increase the ability to explore.

3. Paper prototyping. Since I wanted the teachers and the experts to
get as involved in the design process as possible and to have them sketch
ideas and modifications themselves I chose to use paper prototyping. I
also wanted to keep the time the designing would take to a minimum.

4. Include teachers and experts instead of students in the design
process:

(a) Including teachers and experts in the design process was done to add
expertise that I did not possess, and thereby helped in identifying
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possible strengths and weaknesses while also fueling creativity and
providing additional viewing angles on how to visualize the investi-
gated subjects, and last but not least reduced risk of missing out on
any fundamental aspects.

(b) Since it was crucial that the design proposals were aimed at sup-
porting formative assessment I chose to include teachers and experts
instead of students in the design process in order to increase the
chances for the design proposals to become useful and desirable ac-
cording to the goals of the underlying theory while also keeping the
key aspects as relevant as possible to formative assessment.

(c) Including teachers and experts in the design process let me investigate
how visualizing and working with grading criteria related to courses
and course assignments was currently done in schools.

5. Qualitative approach. Due to the time frame for the thesis and the
lack of time for the participants the iterations had to be quick and light
weight. Combined with that I wanted to dig deep, this motivated quali-
tative methodology with a smaller number of participants giving feedback
over the iterations.

3.1.2 An initial design

I started off by creating three initial designs before the first focus group. The
reference point that I used was a type of scoring rubric that currently is widely
used in Sweden (see Theory and related research chapter for an example). The
focus for these three designs was mainly structural, providing a starting ground
for the coming iterations. This was done for a few reasons:

1. To have something to show at the first focus group so that I would be able
to better explain what I was after.

2. To open the participants’ minds up for possibilities.

3. To fuel the discussion.

The design was kept minimal in terms of features; features or alterations beyond
the initial design were to originate from the focus groups.

3.1.3 Focus groups

In order to triangulate the input I tried to involve as many different types of
participants as possible; it was important to get views from as many angles as
possible in order to find as many of the possibilities and challenges as possible.
For the same reason I also chose to include new participants for each focus group
instead of using the same participants for multiple focus groups, alongside the
fact that the participants had a busy schedule.
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The focus groups were semi-structured where I started off the discussion by
showing the design in its current state. I then let the participants dive deep into
the different discussions that occurred. Since I did not want to miss out on any
of the important aspects I was careful not to interrupt or re-direct discussions
too much. My line of reasoning was that if something was discussed frequently
and/or at greater length, it probably meant that it was important and most
possibly worthy of investigating further.

Table 3.1 shows the participants in the different focus groups (FG), which
iteration each focus group belonged to (IT) and also a motivation of why I
picked those participants.

Table 3.1: Participants in each focus group (FG) during each iteration (IT) in
the design process and motivation of why they were chosen.

FG IT Participants Motivation
1 1 6 high school teach-

ers
1 headmaster

For the first two focus groups I invited high
school teachers and a headmaster. The
reason for this was that I wanted to gather
information on the practical side of working
with formative assessment and grading
criteria. How did they currently work with
it? What practical experiences did they
have? What had been particularly
challenging? What dangers were there?

2 4 high school teach-
ers

3 2 2 employees at
the Swedish Na-
tional Agency for
Education

For the third focus group I invited the Swedish
National Agency for Education. The reason
for this was that I wanted to get the opin-
ions from those who have a picture of the na-
tional situation, combined with extensive in-
sight into the theory.
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3.1.4 Identifying key topics and advancing the design

After the initial design was completed, two full iterations were done according
to figure 3.2 below, followed by a final gathering of key topics which I cover in
section 3.2.

Figure 3.2: An illustration of the ‘process feedback’ step in the design process.

After a focus group was completed, the work with advancing the design consisted
of three major parts: (a) analyzing the collected data, identifying key topics,
(b) selecting key topics that would be addressed and (c) altering the design.

Data analysis: Identifying key topics

The data gathered from the focus groups consisted of (a) audio recordings and
to a lesser extent (b) paper sketches. I chose to analyze the audio data in a
three-step process:

1. Transcription, where I personally translated from Swedish to English.

2. Categorization, where I categorized the topics in groups such as ‘general
concerns’, ‘benefits for teachers’, ‘possibilities with certain designs’ etc.

3. Weighing and identification of key topics, where I weighed the topics
on (a) the number of occurrences and (b) the time spent discussing the
topic. The paper sketches were also weighed into the identification of key
topics.

Criteria for selecting key topics that would be addressed in the design
based on the analyzed data

After the identification of key topics I needed to decide which topics I wanted
to address in the design. Here it is worth to mention that the focus groups
generated considerable amounts of data and it was clear that while most topics
were relevant to the subject as a whole, not all of them were as suitable for
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addressing in the design as others, hence my criteria for advancing the design
were:

1. The topic should be a ‘key topic’, meaning that it should be something
that got considerable amounts of attention during the discussions with the
experts.

2. There should be a clear link between the key topic and the underlying
theory for this thesis.

3. The topic should make for an important and/or interesting alteration to
the design, excluding topics that were important or interesting per se
but not from a design perspective — important here meaning that it was
deemed to be of great importance for the goals of the design and the
research.

Altering the design

After the key topics were selected I altered the design in a way that was aimed
at solving the specific problems or possibilities that the topic mentioned.
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3.2 A final gathering of key topics

I chose to invite high school students to a final qualitative semi-structured focus
group. The reasons for this were as follows:

1. Including students in the process triangulated input data, providing ad-
ditional perspectives and increasing chances for identifying important as-
pects and areas for future research.

2. Including students in the design process let me — to a limited extent
— further investigate how visualizing and working with grading criteria
related to courses and course modules was currently done in schools and
also hearing the students’ opinion on it.

Table 3.2 below shows the participants in the focus group, which iteration the
focus group belonged to and also a motivation of why I picked those participants.

Table 3.2: Participants in the focus group (FG) during the final gatherings of
key topics and motivation of why they were chosen.

FG IT Participants Motivation
4 - 3 high school

students
For the fourth and final focus group I invited high
school students. The reason for this was that I
wanted to gather impressions from more end users,
not just the teachers. Through this I got input tri-
angulation, gathering more perspectives and further
identification of future research.
The reason that I picked students from high school
level as opposed to elementary school level was that
they have had some time to get used to the grad-
ing criteria and they have had more chances to ex-
perience how the criteria are dealt with in different
schools and courses.
The reason that I picked students from high school
level as opposed to university level was that one of
the core reasons for working more close to the grad-
ing criteria is that it should help you to earlier de-
velop an understanding for them, hence I felt that
high school students were a good compromise.
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3.3 An evaluation of the key topics: Selecting
key aspects for answering my research ques-
tion

In order to find the key aspects that I was looking for in my research question
I did a final evaluation of the key topics that had emerged in order to make
sure that they were relevant to the question that I was asking; that they would
be important for supporting effective formative assessment. These were the
requirements I had for the key topics:

Did the key topic either:

1. have a direct relation to at least one of the five key strategies for
effective formative assessment as defined by Wiliam & Thompson
(2007) or

2. pose a great hinder to the use of the tool such that assessment through
the tool in some way could not be performed at all?
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3.4 Delimitations

There is a vast number of important aspects to work with when it comes to
schools. I chose to put my focus on enhancing student performance. While
measuring student performance related to results and grades is important, it is
also crucial to not forget that there is a vast number of qualities that schools
provide training in and which are not measured in the big international studies
today; a few examples are the ability to cooperate, to think creatively and to
think critically. However, I chose not to cover these aspects in this thesis.

IT tools for schools can provide help to schools, students, teachers and par-
ents with many things. I chose to only investigate IT support for formative
assessment. Furthermore there are indeed many possibilities when it comes
to what could be investigated to support formative assessment in the designs.
However, for this thesis I chose to focus on the five key strategies for effective
formative assessment.

For the scope of this thesis, I did not cover and take into consideration
the discussions on gamification and whether grading is the right way to go in
schools.

I chose not to investigate the design for any special device, format or size.
The reason for this was that the part of the IT tool that was being investigated
in the study did not require a specific device, format or size.

I did not pay specific attention to how different school subjects might have
affected the requirements of the tool.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter I start off by presenting the results from the activities performed
during the design process, including the analyses that were performed during
the process. This includes the initial design and the first and second iteration
on the design. I then continue to the results from the final gathering of key
topics from the last focus group with high school students. Finally I provide an
evaluation of the key topics that were identified from the discussions.

4.1 The initial designs

For the initial design I decided to go with three proposals: one which stayed close
to the scoring rubrics currently being used in Sweden, one which is incrementally
different and finally one which completely leaves the common matrix format
behind.
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4.1.1 Design #1: ‘The traditional matrix’

Here I present the first design; ‘The traditional matrix’.

Figure 4.1: Design #1: ‘The traditional matrix’. Assignments are put ‘on top’
of the scoring rubric, enclosing the criteria/criteria chains which that specific
assignment is aiming to test. ‘Assignment 1’ has been assessed, as indicated
by the coloring of the criteria. To the left we have a time line showing the
current date along with deadlines for different assessments (self-/peer-/teacher-
assessment).

Specific for this design: Design visuals

• Heavily inspired by the course criteria scoring rubric that currently is being
used in Sweden, figure 4.1 illustrates the first initial design. In it, we are
showing all assignments and criteria of the course in one big list/matrix,
keeping the orientation of the axes true to the scoring rubrics commonly
used in Sweden.
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Common for all designs: Functionality

Introducing interactive self-, peer- and teacher-assessment. Self- and
peer-assessment — and of course teacher-assessment — functionality enters the
initial design. The idea is that there will be functionality that allows assessment
based on the grading criteria. The assessor will be able to — tentatively through
color coding of each criterion (more on this under ‘design visuals’) — assess their
own or someone else’s work. My arguments for doing this:

1. It will support the first key strategy of effective formative assessment as
defined by Wiliam & Thompson (2007) by forcing attention to the criteria
for success.

2. It will support the third key strategy by aiding the feedback process.

3. It will support the fourth key strategy by involving and engaging stu-
dents in the goals and grading criteria and as Sadler (1989) pointed out,
(a) help students develop their understanding for what constitutes high
quality work and (b) practice their skill in evaluating their own work in
comparison to higher quality work by working with direct authentic eval-
uative experience for students.

4. It will support the fifth key strategy by activating students as learning
resources for one another.

When building the tool, it might be interesting to look into how to put two
assessments of the same assignment ‘next to each other’, providing a better
overview and enabling easier comparison.

Providing examples. In order to aid the understanding of criteria each crite-
rion could be made clickable. When clicked, an example would pop up showing
what that criterion means in practice. This functionality is powered by the fact
that the tool is electronical, allowing usage of databases with stored examples
as Daly et al. (2010) has pointed out. My arguments:

1. It will support the first key strategy by aiding the clarification and process
of understanding the criteria for success.

2. It will support the fourth key strategy by involving and engaging students
in the grading criteria.

3. It follows the guidelines of Pachler et al. (2010) by providing a represen-
tation of context, intentions and possible solutions.

Common for all designs: Design visuals

Here I present a list of the common design visuals for all three of the initial
designs:
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• Assignments have been added ‘on top of’/next to/around parts of the
scoring rubric, showing which criteria belongs to which assignment.

• Color coding has been added to clarify which criteria have been met. One
way to do this is to give any assessment that is not final — such as a peer-
or self-assessment — the possibility to use a color scale from green to yellow
to red where green is a clear pass and red is a clear fail. However, when
the teacher gives the final assessment, we are of course bound to use green
and red only. An alternative to using red is to just let it stay black, which
in some cases might better resemble the truth; imagine that a student
simply did not try to reach a specific C-level criterion, then coloring that
criterion red — which by nature feels like it is a ‘fail’ — might be a bit
odd since the student did not even try to fulfill that criteria in the first
place.

• When allowing for multiple assessments of the same assignment, I felt that
positioning the assessments in time would be beneficial for two reasons: (a)
it obviously shows the order in which the assessments were done and (b) it
allows the setting of deadlines for self- and peer-assessments. I solved this
by adding a time line and time indicators for assessments and deadlines.
In this design I put the time indication — a dotted line — origin at the
top of an assignment if it is a self- or peer-assessment and at the bottom
if it is the final deadline, representing the teacher’s assessment.

Specific for this design: The reasoning

One of the reasons I built this design was to start with something that people
are used to so that I easier could explain the functionality that all three of the
initial design share. This functionality consists of the interactivity for the self-
, peer- and teacher-assessment and the provision of explanatory examples for
each criterion.

Common for all designs: How the initial design supports formative
assessment

Apart from the points mentioned above, working with interactive scoring rubrics
supports the third key strategy by (a) covering where the learner is going,
(b) where the learner is and (c) if helpful examples of how to reach a spe-
cific criteria are included in the tool then also to some extent how to get to the
goal/target (Brookhart, 2007; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Lundahl, 2011; Sadler,
1989; Shute, 2008).
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4.1.2 Design #2: ‘The city’

Here I present the second design; ‘The city’.

Figure 4.2: Design #2: ‘The city’. Each assignment forms a district, together
forming a city representing the whole course. As criteria are passed, the houses
grow taller and the city is slowly forming.

Specific for this design: Design visuals

• As illustrated in figure 4.2, the axes have been moved around. The grade
axis is now pointing upwards instead of right, and the axis for the assign-
ments and criteria chains is now pointing right instead of down.

• Houses are used in assessments where the houses grow taller as more cri-
teria are passed.

• Each house (criteria chain) is part of a district (assignment) and all dis-
tricts together forms the whole city (course).

Specific for this design: The reasoning

There are a couple of reasons why I flipped the axes of the matrix: (a) to me
it is more logical that you ‘build upwards’ or ‘reach higher’ when passing the
criterion of a higher grade instead of moving to the right and (b) it allows for
interesting metaphorical design. This brings me on to the next addition to the
design; the houses. Since I had already explained the general functionality in the
first design, I now wanted to give an example of the different visual possibilities.
Using the houses is one graphical approach that I personally think makes sense
since it is the embodiment of building something up. You also cannot build the
second or third floor if you haven’t first built the first floor which aligns with
how grading criteria work.
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4.1.3 Design #3: ‘The adventure map’

Here I present the third design; ‘The adventure map’.

Figure 4.3: Design #3: ‘The adventure map’. In this more experimental design,
criteria chains form ‘levels’ to accomplish/travel to, together forming a ‘world’
— an assignment. All worlds — assignments — together form an adventure —
a course.

Specific for this design: Design visuals

• Leaving the matrices behind as illustrated in figure 4.3, I wanted to do
something completely different for the third and final of the initial designs.
Typically, each criteria chain has one criterion for the E-level, one for the
C-level and one for the A-level. The E-criterion is put along a path that
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goes from ‘start’ to ‘finish’, indicating that in order to pass the whole
course, the student must pass all E-criteria. From each E-criterion a new
path is then drawn which leads on to the C-criterion for the same criteria
chain, which in turn leads on to the A-criterion.

• Each assignment is represented by an area enclosing all the criteria re-
lated to that assignment, forming a ‘world’. All worlds — assignments —
together form an adventure — a course.

Specific for this design: The reasoning

Partly inspired by popular contemporary games and movies, the ‘adventure
map’ visualizes each course as a trip along a main path from start to finish.
Using game language, along the main path you have the mandatory ‘levels’ —
in reality the E-criteria — that you have to pass in order to reach the finish
— in reality to complete the course. As spin-offs from the main path there are
‘bonus levels’ that you can choose to complete in order to get a ‘higher score’
— in reality to reach higher grades. The first bonus level of every ‘spin-off’
path represents the C-criteria for the same specific subject as the respective
E-criteria, and the second bonus level in the same way represents the A-criteria.
This is illustrated in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Visualization of a criteria chain in the adventure map design.

Assignments in this design can be compared to ‘worlds’ in games, which includes
multiple levels. This is a way of grouping the criteria with assignments, in the
game world grouping ‘levels’ in ‘worlds’.

One of the things that I had in mind when designing the ‘adventure map’ was
to produce a more fun way of visualizing the course overview and the grading
criteria with some extra emphasis on getting a feeling of progress. The reason
that I think that the fun aspect might be important is that anything that helps
engaging students in the criteria is beneficial for effective formative assessment.
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Specific for this design: How the initial design supports formative
assessment

If you manage to make the work with grading criteria more fun, students might
become more interested in spending more time with them. This might have
positive effects on formative assessment:

• A deeper understanding of the grading criteria supports the first key strat-
egy for effective formative assessment; clarifying, sharing and understand-
ing goals for learning and criteria for success with learners.

• More elaborate self- and peer-assessments further support formative as-
sessment.
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4.2 First iteration

4.2.1 Focus group #1 and #2

In the first and second focus group a total of ten high school teachers and one
headmaster participated.

Feedback on the initial design

Below I provide a brief summary of the reactions to the initial designs. A more
thorough coverage of the feedback — which also includes quotes — can be found
in Appendix A.

General. By gathering all assessments in one place and providing a good
overview, the tool might aid the teacher in setting the final grade in a course and
possibly reduce time spent assessing. Obviously this is great to hear from the
teachers themselves, and it resonates with what Chalmers & McAusland (2002)
said on what Computer-Assisted Assessment should do; if possible reduce the
time spent assessing so that more time can be spent teaching.

The ‘traditional’ matrix. There was no mention of the first design during
any of the two focus groups. I believe that the reason for this is that the
participants simply did not find it interesting and/or attractive.

The city. Parts of the feedback on the city design was that (a) building up-
wards in general is attractive, (b) it might have some symbolical values —
maybe especially when it comes to practical courses and sports — in that you
are building upwards — which may represent advancing your skills and building
your knowledge base — and that you cannot skip one building block before you
build the one above it, and (c) it is fun to build houses and cities.

The adventure map. In general the feedback on the adventure map design
was very positive. Other parts of the feedback was that it (a) gives a positive
feeling of being on a trip, (b) symbolizes goal orientation, which we currently
are using in Sweden, (c) clearly shows that you only need to pass the E-criteria
in order to finish a course which might reduce stress for some students and (d)
feels new and fresh.

Key topics

These are the topics that were discussed diligently during the first two focus
groups out of which I chose some or all to address in my next design iteration:

1. Two levels of understanding.

2. The bigger picture.
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3. The ’fun’ aspect.

4. Providing examples.

I will now cover these topics briefly.

1. Two levels of understanding.

‘Now I have three C’s, two A’s and one E, which should sum up
to...’ –Focus group participant quoting students

The first key strategy for effective formative assessment reads: ‘clarifying, shar-
ing, and understanding goals for learning and criteria for success with learners’.
During the discussions it became clear to me that there were more to the under-
standing of criteria for success than I previously had taken into account. The
participants pointed out that understanding why you get a certain grade for a
certain assignment is one thing, while understanding why you get a certain final
grade in a whole course is a completely different thing.

The main aspect of this that was discussed was that of weighing assignments.
Different assignments have different size, come at different times during a course
or for other reasons may weigh heavier or lighter when it comes to its impact
on the final score for a course. In the Swedish schools, courses are viewed as
processes and are goal-oriented — meaning that the student has time to practice
and improve during a course — typically making the later assignments weigh
more heavily when setting the final grade.

2. The bigger picture.

‘... If you look at this [an assignment]... then you have that assign-
ment [as such], but parts of that assignment [abilities and knowledge]
are supposed to persist in some way. [The question is] How do you
visualize that to the student so that it [school activities] does not be-
come a “doing”, which we often get stuck in here, that the student
asks “so what are we supposed to do, then?” instead of asking “what
knowledge are we supposed to gain?”... They [the students] want to
check a list, so it is important that this does not become The List,
but instead [that] abilities and knowledge [are in focus], so that they
feel that it really is not the assignment in itself that “needs to be
done” but instead that the knowledge goal is in focus.’ –Focus group
participant

A concern related to the risks of working with a big focus on the grading crite-
ria surfaced during the discussions; while the participants thought that working
with students’ understanding of the criteria after which they are judged in gen-
eral is fine in itself, they were afraid that it would make the students get stuck in
‘checking a list’ (of grading criteria) and lose the connection to the actual abili-
ties that the criteria belong to. Here is an example of the abilities that students
are to develop during the Swedish high school course English 5 as provided by
the Swedish National Agency for Education:
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1. Understanding of spoken and written English, and also the ability to in-
terpret content.

2. The ability to express oneself and communicate in English in speech and
writing.

3. The ability to use different language strategies in different contexts.

4. The ability to adapt language to different purposes, recipients and situa-
tions.

5. The ability to discuss and reflect on living conditions, social issues and
cultural features in different contexts and parts of the world where English
is used.

The participants wanted a way to ‘take a step back’, not getting too stuck in
the criteria and not losing track of the ‘bigger picture’.

3. The ‘fun’ aspect.

‘They [the students] think that it’s pretty boring to do this [self-
assessment], so I think that it is a great benefit if it could look a
bit more fun and spontaneously I felt that just this little bit was fun,
that you pull the houses upwards, so that they are “built”, and that
you have some kind of city’ –Focus group participant

‘I do not know if this [self-assessment] works in reality’ –Focus group
participant

‘It is not easy [to have the students assess themselves]’ –Focus group
participant

One of the core challenges that the participants who had been working with self-
assessment had identified was that the students think it is a boring task. There
was a general consensus that anything that can make the activity of assessing
more fun for the student is a good thing and an important thing.

4. Providing examples. The participants frequently pointed at the impor-
tance of coupling the criteria with examples and including this in the tool.

Other topics

Below I list some of the other topics that were discussed during the first two
focus groups. A full coverage of them can be found in Appendix A.

• Recurring criteria in multiple assignments.

• Multi-assessment comparison visualization.
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• Different visualizations for different courses.

• Exit tickets.

• Teachers unwilling to give grades early in a course.

Selecting a topic for altering the design

The topic of ‘two types of understanding’ is a big and complex one, as I at
once felt that there were many questions I wanted to ask and investigate be-
fore looking into how to visualize it. I believe that it could benefit from more
thorough investigation and research than what I can provide within the frame
of this thesis, and hence I have decided not to address it here. I have however
written a few words on it in the Discussion chapter.

While being a key topic that I do believe is very important to include in
the tool, I feel that providing examples does not make for the type of design
alteration that I want to investigate in this thesis. Depending on the subject
and nature of the assignment you will most likely want to provide examples
in different formats. In the case of a writing assignment it could be solved by
using a pop-up of the example with highlighted areas that points out where the
specific quality can be found. However, this is a big subject in itself and will
require further investigation before being integrated into the tool.

What I ended up selecting as my topic for addressing in the design was ‘the
bigger picture’ while keeping the ‘fun’ aspect in mind. Here are the criteria for
being a selected topic:

1. The topic should be a ‘key topic’. Both topics are key topics.

2. There should be a clear link between the key topic and the un-
derlying theory for this research. The first key strategy for effective
formative assessment reads: ‘Clarifying, sharing, and understanding goals
for learning and criteria for success with learners’ (Wiliam & Thompson,
2007). It clearly states that it is important that the learners have a clear
understanding of the goals for learning, hence getting stuck in the ‘low-
level criteria’ and not seeing the connection to the bigger goals for the
courses is harmful to the first key strategy and effective formative assess-
ment. Furthermore, Pachler et al. (2010) points out the importance of a
tool like this being able to represent context and intentions.

The ‘fun’ aspect is aimed at aiding the process of involving and engaging
students in the goals and grading criteria, hence supporting the fourth key
strategy.

3. The topic should make for an important and/or interesting al-
teration to the design. My judgment was that including abilities into
the design is both important for the aims of the tool and interesting from
a design perspective. The design alterations would affect and/or expand
the core parts of the design.

In the next section I will cover how the design was altered.
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4.2.2 Altering the design

Here I present how the initial designs were altered based on the identified key
topics from the first two focus groups.

Figure 4.5: The bigger goals or abilities that are practiced in each course are the
bubbles at the top of the image, each given a unique graphical profile — in this
case a color. Each criteria chain — in this case each house — is then given the
same graphical profile as the goal or ability that they aim to assess.

Step 1: Adding abilities to the design

The problem I needed to solve was to bring the abilities — ‘the bigger picture’
— into the design so that students do not get too stuck in the grading criteria;
‘taking a step back’. As illustrated in figure 4.5, my solution was to bring the
abilities into the design by taking their exact wording from the course plans as
provided by the Swedish National Agency for Education and putting them in a
‘bubble’ — or any other type of container for that matter — tentatively at the
top of the design. An example:

‘The ability to express oneself and communicate in English in speech
and writing.’ –One out of five of the course goals — in the course
English 5 — as provided by the Swedish National Agency for Edu-
cation (2015)

I then gave each ability a graphical identity; in its simplest form, this could
be just a color. Each chain of criteria that correlates to that ability then get
to share that graphical identity; in the picture this is demonstrated in the city
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design by coloring the houses containing the criteria chains with the same color
as the ability with which they correlate.

Step 2: A gathering of ‘points’ — visualizing practice

One of the synergies that I saw with adding the abilities and graphical identities
was that you can use them to show students that they get to practice the
different abilities during the course of a course (and potentially over semesters
and years). My aim was also to use this opportunity to try to increase the fun
in working with grading criteria. Let us say that you — at the start of a course
— start off by having a simple graphical profile for each ability, as in figure 4.6:

Figure 4.6: Goal/ability container of the first level.

When a student has handed in an assignment, there will be criteria for that
assignment which will correlate with the different abilities. Let us say that a
student got an E on a specific chain of criteria. This could be counted as one
‘point’ towards that ability, upgrading the graphical profile, as in figure 4.7:

Figure 4.7: Goal/ability container of the second level.

Further collection of ‘points’ — representing that the student has gotten to
practice an ability more — would then continue to upgrade the graphical profile
of that ability, as in figure 4.8:

(a) Third level (b) Fourth level (c) Fifth level

Figure 4.8: Goal/ability container of the third, fourth and fifth level.
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Elaborating on graphical identities

To further clarify what I mean by these graphical identities and what you could
possibly do with them, I in figure 4.9 illustrate yet another example of them.
Here I have gone with the idea that each ability is assigned one ‘element’ as
their graphical identity. In this example I use fire, earth and water. To the left
is an example of how you could couple a fire and an earth profile with the houses
in the city design. To the right is an example of how you could couple a fire and
a water profile with the containers of the adventure map design. You could let
these evolve at the same rate that the graphical profile of the correlating ability
grows/advances.

Figure 4.9: An elaboration on possibilities of the graphical profiles; instead of
just using colors we could also give them unique forms (and later animations
and sounds). To the left we have two different graphical profiles for the two city
houses — in this case fire and earth — and to the right two different graphical
profiles for the adventure map bubbles — in this case fire and water.

Potential downsides to the gathering of points

The gathering of points does not help in explaining the process perspective of
the learning. If implemented wrong, it actually might do the opposite; it might
further consolidate the false conception that it is all a ‘flat gathering of points’,
and that everything weighs in equally for the final grade. For this reason, it is
important to pay attention to how you deal with this ‘gathering of points’, and
further investigation is needed. I do believe that it might be worth the effort to
try however, as it might make working with the grading criteria more fun. See
the Discussion chapter for a discussion on gamification.
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4.3 Second iteration

4.3.1 Focus group #3

In the third focus group two employees at the Swedish National Agency for
Education participated.

Feedback on design after the first iteration

Below I provide a brief summary of the feedback on the design produced after the
first iteration. A full coverage of it including quotes can be found in Appendix
A.

General. Some of the general feedback received during the third focus group
was that (a) using elements from the game world might be very good, especially
for the younger students, since many students are accustomed to it, (b) con-
necting the criteria to the abilities becomes a way of concretizing that which
otherwise can be somewhat too abstract to understand for the students, (c)
the ‘gathering of points’ indeed has a strength in connecting criteria chains and
goals together and (d) it makes assessment into something with points and right
and wrong, but that teaching and learning is something much more organic.

Key topics

These are the topics that were discussed diligently during the third focus group
out of which I chose some or all to address in my next design iteration:

1. Annotations.

2. Formative assessment: a tool for teachers to provide feedback in the short
timespan.

3. Providing examples.

I will now cover these topics briefly.

1. Annotations.

‘All simple models have the strength that they are simple, but in their
simplicity they often violate a nuanced and problematic reality.’ –
Focus group participant

‘It’s kind of like when you get the results of an exam and you only
get the points’ –Focus group participant

One of the first subjects that was brought up was that you want the assessor to
be able to for example clarify why a certain criteria was checked green, yellow
or red, and that this could be done through adding a system for annotations.
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The participants pointed out that if this tool is supposed to support formative
assessment, then annotations are vital. The reason for this is that you want
to give feedback that moves the learning forward, and they claim that this
can only really be done effectively by using annotations. This plays to the
controlled-communication strength of electronical tools as pointed out by Daly
et al. (2010).

2. Formative assessment: a tool for teachers to provide feedback in
the short timespan. One of the group participants emphasized that one of
the key aspects of formative assessment is speed; that formative assessment is
a tool for teachers to provide feedback in the short time span. ‘The short time
span’ here refers to day-to-day basis and during the class sessions, when the
student is performing the activity to which the feedback is given. While not all
studying is performed during class — maybe especially as students grow older
and get more homeworks and bigger assignments — it still needs to be inves-
tigated to which extent an IT tool can support the giving and documentation
of the feedback given in the short time span. After all, as Daly et al. (2010)
pointed out, speed is one of the potential strengths of electronical tools.

3. Providing examples.

‘Sometimes when you’re playing a game, you get stuck, and when you
get stuck in a game you can go to YouTube and see what someone
else has done — right?’ –Focus group participant

Once again the importance of providing examples is one of the most mentioned
and discussed topics.

Other topics

Below I list some of the other topics that were discussed during the third focus
group. A full coverage of them can be found in Appendix A.

• The tool could be made into a cloud service for uploading assessment
examples. This is of course enabled by the storage-capacity that comes
with the tool being electronical (Daly et al., 2010).

• Could be useful on an app-level for mobile devices and for example support
exit tickets and collaborative assessment.

Selecting a topic for altering the design

After this third focus group it was clear to me that I needed to address an-
notations in the design. It was not just simply discussed a lot but it was also
discussed to be a very key component in formative feedback.

1. The topic should be a ‘key topic’. Annotations was one of the key
topics discussed.
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2. There should be a clear link between the key topic and the under-
lying theory for this research. Including annotations to complement
and explain the assessment done and in order to provide more concrete
feedback especially supports the third key strategy for effective formative
assessment; ‘Providing feedback that moves learning forward’ (Wiliam &
Thompson, 2007). It might also support the first key strategy if the an-
notation provided aims to explain why a certain criteria has not been
fulfilled or reached and the fourth key strategy by further fueling a dis-
cussion aimed at engaging students in the grading criteria. Furthermore,
if the annotations provide advice on how to improve they may aid the
process of providing crisp directive for action as pointed out by Pachler
et al. (2010). Finally, including annotations in the design plays to the
controlled-communication strength of electronical tools as pointed out by
Daly et al. (2010).

3. The topic should make for an important and/or interesting al-
teration to the design. During the focus group there was a consensus
that annotations should have a core role in the tool, making it a given
choice for addressing in the design. It is also a subject fitting for adding
into the graphic design.

In the next section I cover how the design was altered.
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4.3.2 Altering the design

Introducing more bubbles

I decided to provide the annotations with a graphical container; the commonly
used speech bubble. It is a classical container for speech/comments and hope-
fully has a low risk of being mistaken for containing anything else than com-
ments. This is illustrated in figure 4.10:

(a) The city (b) The adventure map

Figure 4.10: Annotation bubbles in the city and the adventure map designs.

There are however — as far as I can see — a few points to consider here:

1. How much room do we give the annotations? Should they always be
visible?

2. How do we handle multiple assessments of the same assignment?

3. Do we fill the bubble with something, for example a form/advice for giving
feedback?

4. How/when do we present the annotations? Do we present them at the
same time as we present the rest of the assessment?

5. Should there be one annotation per criteria, one annotation per criteria
chain or one comment per assignment?

Below I will share my reasoning when it comes to the above questions.

1. How much room do we give the annotations?

The participants of the third focus group agreed on that the criteria require the
concretization that can be provided through the annotations in order to function
formatively. Considering how important the annotations most possibly will be
in order for this tool to support formative assessment as a whole — and the
third key strategy in particular — my guess is that the annotations should be
given permanent room and always be visible in the design instead of for example
being hidden in a pop-up.
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2. How do we handle multiple assessments?

‘The problem with annotations is that if there are many who are
supposed to comment on an assignment it can get messy... and that’s
why I think that you might want to have multiple levels: “what did
my teacher write about this?” or “what did my peers write about
this?”’ –Focus group participant

The design that I decided to go with originated from the focus group. One
of the participants suggested that you could use different symbols representing
different persons’ assessments; the star could be the teacher, the triangle a peer
and the circle one self. To the left in figure 4.11 I show how it could look when
you just want to look at annotations from one assessor at a time in a compact
mode. The picture to the right shows how it could look when you want to
look at all annotations at the same time, expanding the bubble’s width, in an
expanded mode.

(a) Compact mode (b) Expanded mode

Figure 4.11: Dealing with annotations from multiple assessors of the same as-
signment. To the left the compact mode with a tab-like solution — in this case
with three annotations — and to the right the expanded mode with all annota-
tions next to each other — in this case with two examples, one with one and
one with two annotations.

3. Do we fill the bubble with something, for example a form/advice
for giving feedback?

In order to ensure that the feedback that is given through the annotations is
useful and formative it might be a good idea to not just let it be an empty
area for freestyle feedback provision but instead to add fields or guidelines for
writing the annotations. Tentatively, these guidelines could be based on the
three major feedback questions (Hattie, 2009, p. 177). This would also align
with the recommendations from Pachler et al. (2010) that crisp directive for
action should be provided when performing formative e-assessment. At least on
a task level, the questions can be answered by any assessor:
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1. Where is the student going? (learning intentions/goals/success criteria)

2. How is the student going?

3. Where to next?

The first question is already answered — at least in a general form — in the
grading criteria. The questions in the form could hence be:

1. How is the student going in relation to the grading criteria?

2. What should the student do next/improve? Give a concrete suggestion.

4. How/when do we present the annotations?

When it comes to the subject of how and when to present the annotations, there
are a few things to keep in mind. Indeed you could do anything from presenting
it at the same time as everything else in the assessment, to presenting it before
you present anything else, including for example locking the criteria part of
the assessment for a certain amount of time after the annotation field has been
opened/read in order to encourage the reading of the (hopefully) formative
feedback. However, it is important to try to evade the classical misstep of
providing feedback at the same time that you provide the grade. The timing
of when the feedback is given has a great impact on how useful and formative
it will be. How and when you present the feedback is therefore not trivial, but
rather of great importance.

One way of delaying the presentation of the criteria while still keeping the
‘fun’ aspect in mind could be to investigate options such as the one illustrated
in figure 4.12. The idea is that as an assessment is delivered you present the
annotations/comments while keeping the criteria hidden. In this way you shift
focus from the criteria to the feedback given. The student may then, either
directly, after some time or after a triggered event, ‘open’ the criteria — either
one by one, chain by chain or all at once — and thereby see how the criteria
have been assessed after the feedback has been read.

Figure 4.13 illustrates an example of how this could look in the city design.
One of the potential effects of this could be that you increase the excitement
around the assessments, which might bring both positive and negative effects.
Two of the possible positive effects could be that working with the criteria be-
comes more fun and that we also tackle the problem of not providing feedback at
the same time as we provide the grade/the criteria. One of the negative effects
could be that the criteria become too heavily focused and too big of a deal, po-
tentially becoming an even bigger stress factor than it already is. Furthermore,
it remains to be investigated if and to which extent providing feedback along-
side criteria assessment suffers the same negative effects as providing feedback
alongside a grade.

This is one of the branches of the annotation discussion that I feel is rather
complex and could use a more thorough investigation. I also mention this in
the Discussion chapter.
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Figure 4.12: From top to bottom a series of four sketches illustrating a gradual
exposure — or ‘opening’ — of grading criteria.

5. Should there be one annotation per criteria, one annotation per
criteria chain or one annotation per assignment?

Based on the data collected from the focus groups, the most realistic solution
might be to keep to one annotation per assignment. I say this because the
teachers’ experiences working with student assessment were that the students
do not think that it is fun, hence making it a bigger and more laborious task
might not work out at all. I would however like to point out that I think that
there might be some benefits to having one annotation per criteria chain: (a) it
might help in directing the assessor in giving more concrete and focused feedback
and (b) if the feedback is helpful, the receiving student will potentially get more
feedback and thereby more help.

I do not find any reason to use one annotation per criteria; it would probably
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Figure 4.13: The E-criteria has been ‘opened’, but the C- and A-criteria has yet
to be revealed.

just make for a lot of empty bubbles or unhelpful/too simple comments. This
is however a topic that will require further investigation.

It will be important to pay attention to the balance between quantity and
quality of the feedback given. Also — especially in order to make sure that the
tool manages to make assessing your peers fun — it might be wiser to start off
small and take it from there.
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4.4 A final gathering of key topics

4.4.1 Focus group #4

In the fourth and final focus group, three high school students from three dif-
ferent high schools participated. Two of them attended the second year and the
last one the third year of high school.

Key topics

These are the topics that were discussed diligently during the fourth focus group:

1. Providing examples.

2. Teachers unwilling to give grades too early in a course.

3. Classroom practice.

1. Providing examples.

‘That one with the cake, I like it a lot... however, this really requires
that the content in the bubbles actually help you.’ –Focus group
participant

One of the most recurring topics during this focus group was that of providing
examples with the criteria, showing with a hands-on approach what needs to
be done in order to fulfill a specific criteria. This makes the topic of providing
examples by far the most recurring topic in total, counting all four focus groups.
This might indicate that a great deal of attention and investigation should be
spent on making sure that the examples are implemented in the best possible
way. It is also aligned with what Pachler et al. (2010) mentioned; that tools
for formative e-assessment need to provide crisp directives for action. I have
written a few words on this in the Discussion chapter.

2. Teachers unwilling to give grades too early in a course. The par-
ticipants mentioned that they know that there are some teachers that do not
like giving grades in assessments early in a course, and they think that this is
because the teachers do not want the students to think that if ones gets for ex-
ample an E early in a course, that you are an ’E-student’ and you will therefore
not try to reach higher. This matches what some of the teachers said during the
first two focus groups. However, the participants said that this has a couple of
clear drawbacks: (a) that you do not know ‘where you are’ currently and hence
cannot make informed decisions on whether you want to spend more energy
trying to improve in that course or not and (b) if you have spent lots of time
on something and then hand it in, then you want to get a confirmation of that
you did a good job:
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‘I want to know if I am currently at E-level, because it becomes some
type of motivation that “I need to improve here”, so I think that you
should not strive for straying too far away from the grades.’ –Focus
group participant

‘Another aspect that is good with grades is that when you have been
working on an assignment for a long time you want to know how you
performed, and then the grade will be a confirmation of your effort.’
–Focus group participant

Another drawback to being reluctant to give clear assessments is that the stu-
dents do not get to practice their understanding of the grading criteria as ac-
cording to the first key strategy for effective formative assessment.

3. Classroom practice.

Grading criteria.

‘They provide us with the assignment and the criteria and tell us
that we can read them [the criteria] on our own.’ -Focus group
participant

In general the three participants had the same experience when it came to
working with the criteria; it was solely up to them to read, analyze and use
them. However, one of the participants mentioned that in one of his courses he
had gotten three examples of hand-ins and he was asked to identify which one
was at E-level, which one was a C-level and which one was at A-level.

All three participants said that they read the grading criteria either very
seldom or never. They argued that the reason for this is that currently they [the
criteria] are not helpful. Without the backup of examples and concretization,
the criteria seems to remain mostly a tool for the teachers to assess and not for
the students to find guidance and help in.

Peer-assessment. The participants were positive to getting the opportu-
nity to receive feedback on their assignment whereafter they would get to iterate
on it before the final hand-in, although one of the participants also said that
having one of your friends look at your assignment is not always something you
want to have. Typically he would feel uncomfortable when he felt that he has
not produced something that he is proud of.

While they had not been working with peer assessment using the criteria, all
three of them had at least once gotten to critically oppose someone else’s work.
One of them elaborated on the subject:

‘It’s not that fun to oppose someone else’s essay... I feel like I do
not care that much about others’ stuff... but at the same time, I do
enjoy receiving feedback from others.’ –Focus group participant
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Another participant joins in:

‘It is really boring to read others’ assignments.’ –Focus group par-
ticipant

They continued the discussion by agreeing that the main reason that they think
reading their peers’ assignments is boring is that they do not feel that they
benefit from it.

‘I have yet to experience receiving useful feedback from my peers...
you do not take it [giving and receiving feedback from peers] that
seriously.’ –Focus group participant

A fair assumption would probably be that if the students do not take the giving
of feedback seriously, then there is a risk that the quality of the feedback given
is lower than if they would have taken it seriously. If the feedback given is of
a lower quality, the students do not feel that they benefit from receiving it,
creating a downward spiral. The logical question to ask here is: what could
we do to make the students feel that they benefit from opposing and assessing
their peers’ work and make the students take the giving and receiving of peer
feedback seriously? I discuss this further in the Discussion chapter.

They conclude this part of the discussion by agreeing that they think that
peer feedback has a lot of potential; granted that the feedback given is useful
and that they feel motivated to give the feedback.

I would like to add a short comment on a general benefit of using peer-
assessment, especially in an IT tool where all data is stored an easily accessed.
When peers and teachers assess according to the same criteria, opportunities for
discussions open up. Patterns in how students assess can be identified, giving
the opportunity to bring up and tackle common problems and challenges with
assessing, advancing students’ ability to assess and understand the criteria.

Other topics

Below I list some of the other topics that were discussed during the fourth focus
group. A full coverage of them with full explanations can be found in Appendix
A.

• Self-assessment and its problems as of today.

• What constitutes effective feedback to them [the focus group participants];
what to do and what not to do.

• General feedback on the different visual approaches to presenting and
working with grading criteria presented in this thesis.
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4.5 Evaluation of key topics

In this section I cover the evaluation of the key topics that were discussed during
the focus groups. I start off with a quick recap of the key topics, the criteria for
the evaluation of the key topics and the five key strategies for effective formative
assessment, followed by the evaluation.

Key topics discussed during focus groups:

1. Two levels of understanding.

2. The bigger picture.

3. The ‘fun’ aspect.

4. Providing examples.

5. Annotations.

6. Formative assessment: a tool for teachers to provide feedback in the short
timespan.

7. Teachers unwilling to give grades early in a course.

8. Classroom practice.

Criteria for evaluation of key topics. The criteria that I had for evaluating
the key topics were as follows. Does the key topic either:

1. have a direct relation to at least one of the five key strategies for effective
formative assessment as defined by Wiliam & Thompson (2007) or

2. pose a great hinder to the use of the tool such that assessment through
the tool in some way can not be performed at all?

The five key strategies as defined by Wiliam & Thompson (2007).
Here is a summary of the five key strategies:

1. Clarifying, sharing, and understanding goals for learning and criteria for
success with learners.

2. Engineering effective classroom discussions, questions, activities, and tasks
that elicit evidence of students’ learning.

3. Providing feedback that moves learning forward.

4. Activating students as owners of their own learning.

5. Activating students as learning resources for one another.
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Evaluation of key topics. Based on the above, the eight key topics were
evaluated as follows:

1. Two levels of understanding. Understanding not only why you get a
certain grade on a specific assignment but also why you get a certain final
grade in a whole course has a direct relation to the first and fourth key
strategy for effective formative assessment and therefore passes.

2. The bigger picture. Understanding how the criteria relate to the goals
for learning has a direct relation to the first and fourth key strategy and
therefore passes.

3. The ‘fun’ aspect. This key topic does not directly relate to any of the
key strategies. It may however aid in getting students to work closer to the
criteria, goals, self- and peer-assessment (or working with these matters
at all for that matter) by increasing interest and motivation. Therefore
this key topic passes.

4. Providing examples. The provision of examples to explain and clarify
the grading criteria and goals has a direct relation to the first, third and
fourth key strategy and therefore passes.

5. Annotations. Providing annotations that explain an assessment and
provide suggestions for improvements has a direct relation to the third
key strategy and it aids the process of especially self- and peer-assessment
— which relates to the fourth and fifth key strategies — and therefore
passes.

6. Formative assessment: a tool for teachers to provide feedback
in the short timespan. Providing feedback in the short timespan has a
direct relation to the third key strategy and therefore passes.

7. Teachers unwilling to give grades early in a course. This key topic
is related to the third and — maybe especially — fourth key strategy. If
the students do not know where they stand currently they cannot make as
informed decisions on how to proceed from their current situation, hence
losing control over their learning process. However, this alone does not
guarantee that it is the only way to handle the problem. There could
potentially be many other ways to circumvent this issue, hence I cannot
guarantee that it is important to provide grades early in courses. This
phenomenon might however prove problematic for this specific tool in
itself as its core revolves around exposing the grading criteria, posing a
potentially great hinder to the usage of the tool. Therefore, this key topic
passes.

8. Classroom practice. How you deal with and refer to the grading criteria
in the classroom directly relates to the first and fourth key strategy, and
how you deal with peer-assessment directly relates to the fifth key strategy.
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More importantly, however, the classroom practice on these matters are
paramount to the tool being used whatsoever, and therefore this key topic
passes.

That concludes the evaluation of the key topics. All eight topics passed the
evaluation and are included in the final results in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

In this chapter I start off with a brief recap of the major theory categories, the
purpose and the research question of this thesis. I then present the final results,
followed by a discussion on the findings and how they relate to the theory used.
Finally I discuss the chosen method for answering my research question.

5.1 Summary

An overview of the theory used in this thesis is given in figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1: An overview of the theory chapter, leading up to my research ques-
tion.
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5.1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate challenges and possibilities — key
aspects — of the implementation of formative e-assessment in schools through
the use of an IT tool based on scoring rubrics.

5.1.2 Research question

What key aspects should be taken into consideration when designing and im-
plementing an IT tool based on scoring rubrics which aims to support formative
assessment according to the key strategies for effective formative assessment as
identified by Wiliam & Thompson (2007)?

5.1.3 Final results

The key aspects that should be taken into consideration when designing and
implementing the IT tool that I found in this study are:

1. Two levels of understanding. It is one thing to understand why you
get a certain grade in a given assignment, but a completely different thing
to understand why you get a certain final grade in a whole course.

2. The bigger picture. The low-level grading criteria somehow needs to
connect to the bigger learning goals and abilities.

3. The ’fun’ aspect. If working with grading criteria, self assessment or
peer assessment is boring, the students will either not want to do it or the
net benefit might be considerably lower than if they think it is fun.

4. Providing examples. To use clear and precise examples when support-
ing students in understanding the grading criteria and improving their
work seems to be very important.

5. Annotations. In order to make the assessments and feedback as mean-
ingful as possible, annotations will most likely play a key role in the tool.

6. Formative assessment: a tool for teachers to provide feedback in
the short timespan. It needs to be further investigated how feedback
can be given in the short timespan — even during classes — within the
tool as quick feedback is important for effective formative assessment. The
fact that the tool is electronical also allows for a vast number of ways to
integrate quick feedback into it.

7. Teachers unwilling to give grades early in a course. It might be
a great hindrance to the usage of the tool if teachers are unwilling to
give grades early in a course. This potential challenge will most probably
require further investigation.
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8. Classroom practice. The tool will affect classroom practice, interfering
with how teachers present and refer to the grading criteria and ultimately
how the students work/not work with them. How this affects the possible
implementation of/shift to the tool will require further investigation.
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5.2 How my findings relate to the theory and
related research presented in this thesis

Most of the findings in this study are aligned with the strategies for effective
formative assessment as defined by Wiliams & Thompson (2007) and the rest
of the research that is used and built on in this thesis. However, there are a few
points of interest that I would like to highlight; namely the parts of my findings
that seem to be key aspects to the implementation but which I did not stumble
upon when I was reading the background literature for this thesis.

The first key strategy mentions clarification and understanding of the criteria
for success but I did not find any mention of the fact that there seems to be
different levels of understanding: assignment grade level understanding and
course grade understanding.

According to some of the teachers that participated in this study it is of
paramount importance that it has to be fun to work with the grading criteria,
self- and peer-assessment and any other activities for assessment; otherwise the
students will learn to hate it and there will be a risk of getting little to no benefit
— potentially even that it will become a time and energy sink — of trying to
do it.

Finally, some potential difficulties/hindrances concerning a future imple-
mentation of/switch to the tool were identified: (a) if and when teachers are
unwilling to give grades early in a course and (b) that it most likely might have
substantial effects on classroom practice. I hope that this will be useful for
anyone who either choose to continue researching in this area or tries to build
and implement the a tool like this.
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5.3 Implications of my results

My hopes are that this thesis — in the short term — has:

• Helped to bridge the gap between the research findings on effective forma-
tive assessment, formative e-assessment and scoring rubrics and actually
building and implementing a tool that supports formative e-assessment
with scoring rubrics as a core by identifying key aspects to take into con-
sideration during the design and implementation process of the tool.

• Helped to explore and provide new insights into formative e-assessment,
along with computer-assisted assessment (CAA) and technology-enhanced
formative assessment (TEFA).

• Opened up for further research on electronic scoring rubrics, computer-
supported collaborative work (CSCW) and technology-enhanced learning
(TEL).

My hopes are that this thesis and the continuation of this line of
research — in the long term — will:

• Help teachers in their daily work by providing tools that support their
work and potentially reducing the time required for assessment. It will
however require a change in how they — the teachers — work.

• Increase student understanding and reduce student frustration related to
grading criteria and goals. Help students improve results and learn more,
and hopefully make school just a little bit more fun.

• Advance learning as a whole by greatly influencing the way we go about
teaching in schools, increasing assessment transparency and true under-
standing of the goals.
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5.4 Future directions

I suggest three major ways to follow up this study:

1. Build the tool based on the identified key aspects and look for new find-
ings/verify the findings in this study. This is obviously key in order to get
closer to the actual implementation in schools.

2. Investigate aspects identified in this study further (bullet list provided
below).

3. Identify additional aspects.

Below I mention a few of the aspects that were found in this study that could
be investigated further.

Providing examples. What different formats will be required? How should
they showcase the different qualities in a way that is clear? The fact that
providing examples was the most discussed topic counting all four focus group
might indicate that a great deal of attention and investigation should be spent
on making sure that the examples are implemented in the best possible way.

Weighing of modules. What is the nature of the weight of a module/assignment
in relation to the effect it has on the final grade in a course and should/can that
be visualized in the tool? If so; how?

Documentation of activities. How to integrate direct documentation of
activities in the tool?

Recurring criteria. Is there a need to clarify when a criterion is recurring
(more often than not a criterion/criteria chain reoccurs in multiple assign-
ments)?

Hindrances. Are there any hindrances/issues with working with formative
assessment like suggested in this thesis?

Different types of students and teachers. Is this way of working more or
less suitable for some types of students or teachers than others?

Graphical packaging. How important is the ‘graphical packaging’ for en-
couraging students to use the tool?

Annotation bubble contents and timings. What should the annotation
bubbles contain to maximize usefulness of feedback? When should they be
displayed to maximize intake of feedback?
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Effect of student age. Does the age of students affect method/approach/
preferences on tool and design?

Taking peer assessment seriously. What could we do to make the students
feel that they benefit from opposing and assessing their peers’ work and to make
them take the receiving of peer feedback seriously?

While it would be useful to investigate aspects further, it is hard to say whether
that would be preferred to starting building the tool. I do however believe that
enough information has been gathered in order for it to be possible to start the
construction of the tool, and further research on desired areas could be added
on later.
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5.5 Theory discussion

In this section I discuss the background theory used for this study. The three
main areas used are:

1. raising the standards of learning,

2. assessment with the help of technology and

3. scoring rubrics and their formative use.

While I feel that the first and the second areas were a given to include, the
third one however was not. I could have approached this study in a completely
different way, had I chosen any other core than scoring rubrics. Supporting
formative assessment can be done in a multitude of ways, and using scoring
rubrics is just one of them. However — for the reasons given in the Theory
and related research chapter — I thought that scoring rubrics was a suitable
approach.

Disputed related areas of research

Below are two areas of research that relate to this thesis but which I have
not covered in any greater detail and which I have deliberately excluded from
bringing into the thesis. They are however key subjects that can and probably
should be taken into consideration when developing the tool.

Grading as such. One very key area of discussion is that of whether grading
should be used in schools whatsoever, or at least in the sense that we use grading
today. There are many that argue that grading as it is done today is suboptimal
in the sense that it may have several drawbacks and negative effects on student
learning and long term interest in learning. However, regardless of whether one
is pursuing grading or something more purely feedback based, I do hope that
this thesis is helpful either way.

Gamification. Looking at how the design developed during the study, one
could argue that the very visual approach is leaning strongly towards gamifica-
tion. Gamification in education is a sensitive topic and there is as of today not
a consensus on what the true benefits, challenges and risks are. However, some
of the potential risks include reduced creativity and increased competition be-
tween students leading to reduced motivation for some. Following the research
on gamification in education is therefore important when developing the tool.
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5.6 Method discussion

In this section I discuss the method I used to answer my research question: what
can be said about my approach, what considerations and concerns did I have,
and what insights have I gained?

5.6.1 The design process

The initial designs

For the initial designs I chose to go with a ‘minimalistic’ approach. However,
one might ask a couple of questions:

I said that I would keep the initial designs minimalistic, yet I added
assessment functionality to them. Why? I myself was torn on this ques-
tion. Should I have kept the designs completely minimalistic — except for the
structural aspect — or should I have added some basic functionality? My rea-
soning behind adding the assessment functionality — the green to red scale
of coloring each criteria — was as follows: self-, peer-assessment and arguably
teacher-assessment can be found in the key strategies for effective formative as-
sessment, making it a very substantial component. The self-assessment can be
part of the fourth key strategy, the peer-assessment part of the fifth and the
teacher-assessment with clear assessment of each grading criteria could poten-
tially support the sharing and the long-term understanding of the criteria, hence
supporting the first key strategy. This was enough for me to deem it key enough
for the implementation that I decided to included it in the initial designs and to
later gather feedback on it to verify that including the functionality was indeed
a correct choice.

Was it wise to keep the initial designs minimalistic? One could argue
that the designs could have progressed further if the initial designs were more
advanced, and one would probably be right. An example of this would be
the annotation/comment system added in the second iteration. Could I not
have added this in the initial design and use the participants to identify more
‘advanced’ aspects/components to add? Maybe so. However, my reasoning was
that if I add as little functionality to the initial designs as possible — having
the participants identify the key areas of concern — weight would be added
to the motivation of the added components, hopefully ensuring that whatever
entered the design certainly did so for a good reason. Which approach you find
attractive might differ from person to person and your experience in the field;
I felt that I did not want to stray too far before including the participants in
the design process. What if the participants had a completely different way of
reasoning than me?
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Focus groups

While I feel that the focus groups in general worked out well for this research,
I would like to elaborate on a few matters.

General drawbacks of focus groups: How valid is the data that was
gathered? One of the risks with focus groups is that even though I had the
intention not to steer the discussion too much, how do I know to which extent the
data gathered was influenced by me? And how do I know that the data gathered
does not reflect the opinion of a few strong-voiced participants? The answer is
that I do not know. What I do know, however, is that in total four focus groups
were used, in which no single person — apart from myself — participated in
more than one. And while I do feel that there could be benefits to including the
same persons in more than one focus group, that would at the same time further
increase the risk of skewing the data towards a few strong-voiced participants’
opinions. Something I would like to try out in the future, however, is to include
a few participants from the previous focus group in the next, and in this way
keeping a balance between keeping old and including new participants. Doing
this would also allow the participants to process the matter further, possibly
providing more interesting thoughts over time as they get accustomed to the
subject. At times I would feel that one-hour focus groups was a bit on the shorter
side time-wise, as it took some time to introduce the study to the participants
and I could feel that the participants sometimes would get into new discussions
as they had been having some time to process the subject further.

The number of participants that I managed to gather for the focus groups
also varied a lot, where some of the groups surely could have benefited from a
few additional participants. This obviously has skewed the results from those
focus groups towards the opinions of a few.

Were semi-structured focus groups the right choice? When choosing
method for collecting data, my concern was that focus groups — and especially
less structured focus groups — could be risky and end up providing me with
data that was not relevant to the research. However, I feel confident that a free
and open method was the way to go. Since I did not know what topics the
participants would discuss, I did not want to direct and limit the discussions
too much. While some of the topics during the focus groups ended up being
exactly that — less relevant to this research — I feel that enough relevant data
was collected to feed the research, showing where to go next.

Should I have used the same group multiple times instead of inviting
new people to each session? After the two first focus groups I felt that I
maybe should have gone with the same group of people for each focus group
during the design process. I felt that as I had altered the design based on their
feedback, I would have liked to have the discussion continue with the same
persons in hopes of ‘diving deeper’ into the design while not having to explain
the background to the research at the beginning of each session. This would
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mean that the participants would get a sense of progression and get more time
to digest the concepts and possibilities, and more time could be spent discussing
the design and its functionality. However, this would come at the expense of
diversification; including new participants with each focus group meant that
new, ‘fresh’ eyes would get to bring new perspectives, reducing risk of getting
stuck in the same line of thought. After all focus groups had been performed,
I did feel that including new people in each was a positive thing; the different
backgrounds and experiences brought additional views, making the focus groups
varied and different, expanding the number of different discussed topics. After
all, my aims were to explore as much as possible. As mentioned in the general
drawbacks section though, it could have been interesting to keep a few members
from the previous focus group and include them in the next.

Did I invite the correct people to the focus groups? It is of course hard
to say who the optimal participants for the focus groups would have been. My
major line of thought was — as mentioned above — that whoever I invited was
supposed to (a) have sufficient knowledge about formative assessment and (b) be
of a different type/have a different background or position than the participants
of the other focus groups, meaning that whoever I invited, I would at least get
new perspectives each time.

Did I need two focus groups for the first iteration? Since I was not
sure of how much useful feedback I would get from the focus groups I assigned
two focus groups for the first iteration. It turns out that I got a considerable
amount of useful data from each focus group; probably enough for having one
focus group per iteration. It might therefore have been better to put the second
focus group into its own iteration, increasing the number of iterations to three.

Advancing the design

The concern that I had with my method for advancing the design was that while
everything that was added to the design was exposed to examination by later
focus groups I think it might have been more beneficial to show the modifications
to the design to those who raised the concern which I tried to address with the
modification in the first place. I believe that this would have given a better
follow-up on the design advancements as those persons would have a better
understanding of what I was trying to address, giving direct feedback as to
whether they think that my modification solved/would have solved the concern
that they had brought up or not. As I have mentioned earlier in this chapter I
am content enough with my choice of bringing new participants to each focus
group, but this would be one of the benefits of keeping the same participants for
multiple focus groups; unless I would have pursued something along the lines of
receiving remote feedback from previous focus group participants regarding the
specific topic that I have been trying to address, which might have worked.
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5.6.2 A final gathering of key topics

When deciding to use the last focus group to gather impressions and thoughts
from high school students instead of dedicating it to another iteration on the
design I made the assessment that it was more important to include the students
in the study, thereby involving all thought-out end users in the study. My
expectation was that the school employee side would generally be more positive
to the designs while the student side would be less positive and more pragmatic,
thereby motivating the inclusion of them while also providing their view on
working closer with the criteria and assessment. After all, the students are the
real experts of being exactly what they are: students. Now, afterwards, I feel
content with the decision of including the students as they helped in bringing
a discussion which arguably was closer to reality — albeit less creative — than
that which the school employees brought, providing a down-to-earth finish to
the study.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this study I have identified eight key aspects that should be taken into consid-
eration when constructing and implementing a tool for formative e-assessment
which uses scoring rubrics as a core while also providing some design sketches
on how such a tool could look and work.

My intentions and hopes are that this thesis has helped to bridge the gap
between the research findings on effective formative assessment, formative e-
assessment and scoring rubrics while also providing a baseline for anyone who
would like to build and implement a tool for this purpose.

I sincerely hope that this line of research results in a tool which will be
helping teachers in their daily work and ultimately helping students improve
their results and learn more.
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Appendix A

First iteration

Notes and quotes on the designs

The city

‘I like this one a lot since this is how you work within sports. You start
with basic moves, basic training, specialization and then training level, and
then you of course show that you cannot skip one part. You cannot start
with gymnastics before you can roll and crawl. One thing builds on the
other... you lay one brick on the other.’ –Focus group participant

‘I like this for practical courses’ –Focus group participant

Building houses and a city is fun.

Building upward is attractive.

The adventure map

‘This one gives the feeling of a trip... for me, it feels positive... and the
visual part is still there.’ –Focus group participant

‘I also like this one’ –Focus group participant

‘A trip is not such a bad thought’ –Focus group participant

‘It symbolizes the goal orientation that we have today’ –Focus group par-
ticipant

‘If you’re supposed to do something that feels new, then it has to be some-
thing like this’ –Focus group participant

‘If you look at how student’s reply to them [the grading criteria and their
formulations] then it is always equally hard [to explain and share]... the
upside though could be that they see their “trip”... it can act as some type
of memory map’ –Focus group participant
You can then reference back to this map and use it for explanations and
discussions.
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‘Building forward is good’ –Focus group participant

‘Personally, I’m very fond of this one with the trip, whether being crooked
or straight, since it is very visual and for one it is something that even
if you do not play games easily can understand that way of thinking, that
you’re traveling around... and it can also be used as a map; “where am I
currently located on this trip?”’ –Focus group participant

One of the participants mentioned that the adventure map is good since
it clearly shows the E-criteria, which might be more suitable for groups
of students with lower ambitions, as they can follow along the main path,
and that this might help to reduce stress.

More on the ‘other topics’ discussed

Recurring criteria. In one of the focus groups there was a discussion on the
subject of criteria recurring in multiple assignments, which is not uncommon.
The question is how you solve this in the visualization; do you let the criteria
occur multiple times, or do you try to have the assignments ‘share’ those criteria?

Multi-assessment visualization. The participants mentioned that they also
would like to be able to see multiple assessments ‘next to each other’, giving a
helping overview which can be used as a base for discussion.

Different visualizations for different courses.

‘I imagine that you might use different models [of visualizing grading cri-
teria] for different courses.’ –Focus group participant

Different visualizations appealed to different participants. As the partic-
ipants were teachers in different subjects, it might be possible that different
designs make better representations of different subjects.

Exit tickets. The tool could support entering exit tickets where the students
— tentatively with their mobile devices — write an exit ticket at the end of the
class. Teachers could then reply to these exit tickets through the tool, storing
the conversation and feedback.

Teachers unwilling to give grades too early in a course. Some partic-
ipants said that they are reluctant to give ‘hard, cold grades’ too early in a
course. The reason for this being that some students get too stuck in the grade
and that this hinders their willingness to improve.
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Second iteration

Notes and quotes on the designs

General

Approval of the green-yellow-red scale coloring of the criteria.

‘I think that the idea is good, and especially the concept of using the game
world since most kids are accustomed to it’ –Focus group participant

Concerning connecting the criteria to the abilities: ‘... It also becomes
a way of concretizing, to make it applied or understandable, that which I
believe can be — maybe especially for the younger — somewhat too abstract
to understand.’ –Focus group participant

Concerning the gathering of points: ‘I think that was cleverly thought
out, because that’s what it’s about, that you’re not supposed to get stuck
in thinking that everything is separate, in lists that you have to check.’
–Focus group participant

The design manages to represent/include more dimensions.

‘I think that those teachers who work with portfolios could use this as a
complement since they store everything that has been produced.’ –Focus
group participant

‘What hit me now that I take a second look at this is that it makes assess-
ment into something structural, step by step, points and... you know, right
and wrong... but teaching and learning is something much more organic,
and you’d like to have a efficient way to enter an assessment with IT as
support so that you don’t have to do it [assessment] all the time.’ –Focus
group participant
‘So that you could spend more time with the actual teaching.’ –Reply from
other focus group participant

The city

‘Very intuitive, you at once understand what is meant by going bottom-up
and also the building with the house metaphor... very good’ –Focus group
participant

More on the ‘other topics’ discussed

Cloud service.

‘You could have this as a cloud service and that the teachers upload as-
signments themselves and with examples of what they assessed to be an E,
a C and an A.’ –Focus group participant
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This could be useful not only for providing examples to students but also to
provide assessment examples for teachers to look at in order to potentially
develop their own assessing.

Useful on app-level: exit tickets and collaborative assessment. Once
again the participants thought that the tool could be useful on a mobile app
level. Apart from exit tickets being mentioned once more, it was also discussed
that the tool could support collaborative assessment; the teacher and the stu-
dents could assess an assignment together during class and everyone could enter
what they thought, coupled with/followed by a discussion of differences in how
different people assessed it.

A final gathering of key topics

More on the ‘other topics’ discussed

Self-assessment. The participants were less positive to self- than to peer-
assessment, the major reason being that they thought that there is a risk that
you become ‘blinded’ and biased when assessing an assignment that you have
been working on for a long time.

The nature of effective feedback. The participants agreed that — just
as research says — not only is feedback which is given at the same time as
the grade very unhelpful; it is also crucial to allow for iterating on the hand-in
based on the feedback before final hand-in, otherwise they do not care about
the feedback. Additionally they point out that it is important that the feedback
is given in the short timespan; not 2-4 weeks after it was handed in — which
unfortunately is not too uncommon currently in Swedish schools. This matches
what was said in the third focus group; feedback has to be given within a day
or two after the assignment was handed in.

Feedback on the visual approach. The feedback that the participants gave
related to the idea of adding a more graphical approach to visualizing grading
criteria was sparse, and whatever was said ranged from

‘I don’t think it matters.’ –Focus group participant

to

‘Well... boring papers are not fun.’ –Focus group participant

On the question of what would be required of the tool for them to actually
use it they replied that the most important thing is that examples are provided,
to help them in writing assignments. They also thought that the design does
not matter that much.
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